Sexual Misconduct: Are You Aware?
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Sexual misconduct, a continuum of unwanted acts and behaviors that ranges from discrimination to assault, is a growing concern in health care. There is often a power dynamic involved, with the perpetrator having greater positional power than the victim. Both health care providers and educators in health care programs need to be aware of sexual misconduct. This includes using consent when working with a patient and/or student as well as being sensitive to how varying contextual factors impact how actions and conversations are received. Institutions of higher learning and professional health care programs have a responsibility to educate individuals on prevention and recognition of sexual misconduct, reporting sexual misconduct, and responding to sexual misconduct. As rules continue to change, there is a responsibility to educate and protect students and patients.

Introduction

An athlete pointed toward his groin and mouthed “come get this.”

Athlete purposely skimmed my breast in the athletic training room.

Football players were running into my athletic training room naked and asking if I liked what I saw.

Anonymous athlete on a male team tweeted a sexual comment about the female athletic training student working with them.

I was told that I would not get certain jobs due to the fact I was a woman.

All of the above are true stories of sexual misconduct that athletic trainers have experienced (AM Simmons, unpublished data). Sexual misconduct is a continuum of acts, including unwanted attention and non-consensual interactions, and can happen to anyone, regardless of their sex assigned at birth, gender identity, and/or gender expression. Typically, though not exclusively, it involves power dynamics, with a person in a position of power coercing a person with lesser influence.\textsuperscript{1} Within athletic training and other health care professions, this may involve a practitioner having power over their patient or a student working alongside them in a clinical fieldwork experience. Limited research evidence suggests that due to this dynamic, the individual may not interpret the action as sexual misconduct, but rather an unwanted action that they have to endure in their role.\textsuperscript{2}
Sexual misconduct has the potential to negatively impact the victim's life. Limited research suggests that people who have experienced sexual misconduct often report changes in their emotional status, general health, sleeping habits, and may withdraw from school or quit their job. Some health care providers who have been survivors of sexual misconduct report diminished job satisfaction, leading to mistreatment of their patients. These consequences have large personal and community impacts. Therefore, it is vital for those working in public health and health care to be informed about sexual misconduct. In this article, we will describe the continuum of sexual misconduct and describe ways to protect ourselves, our patients, and our students.

What is Sexual Misconduct?

The Sexual Exploitation Continuum (Figure 1) was first described in 1997 as a way to visualize the relationship between sexual discrimination, harassment and abuse along the continuum of sexual violence. It consists of three overlapping stages: sex and gender discrimination, sex and gender harassment, and hazing/sexual abuse.

Sex and Gender Discrimination

Sex and Gender Discrimination is typically more institutionally driven and directed towards groups of people with similar characteristics. One example of this is when women are hired for executive positions in traditionally female-dominated professions, such as nursing or occupational therapy, but the same does not hold true in other professions. Sex and Gender Discrimination also encompasses wage disparities between genders. The adjusted gap in average starting salaries between male and female physicians has grown from $7,700 in 1999 to $20,200 in 2017. Other considerations include access to workplace facilities, such as a lack of gender-neutral restrooms or access to breastfeeding/pumping rooms for nursing mothers. While many of these actions are common, they are often difficult to prove in court.

Sex and Gender Harassment

The middle span on the Sexual Exploitation Continuum is sexual and gender harassment, which can be both institutionally and personally driven. This category includes unwanted attention, hazing activities, and homophobia. Pervasive in health care, harassment has been demonstrated across several professions.
and genders. In a 12-month period, 58% of female surgeons,\textsuperscript{11} and 28.1% of female and 5.6% of male EMS providers\textsuperscript{12} reported sexually harassing behaviors during their job. Almost half of transgender and gender nonbinary physicians report experiencing barriers based on their status when applying for jobs.\textsuperscript{13} Over the course of their careers, 61% of male and 76% of female physicians report being sexually harassed,\textsuperscript{14} and 2 out of 5 athletic trainers report being victims of sexual harassment (AM Simmons, unpublished data). While typically thought as only a female problem, this data reflects that sexual misconduct affects all genders.

**Hazing and Sexual Abuse**

The highest range on the Sexual Exploitation Continuum is Hazing and Sexual Abuse. This stage is the most personal. It is characterized by the appearance of the victim being groomed or coerced by a person in power. Actions that are identified as abuse include forced sexual activity, sexual assault, and indecent exposure.\textsuperscript{6} Some abuse includes quid pro quo, with the promise of reward in return for sexual favors.\textsuperscript{15} Within the past few years, there has been strong media attention on cases of sexual abuse in health care. Larry Nassar, a physician for USA gymnastics,\textsuperscript{16} was accused of assaulting over 250 gymnasts and pled guilty to charges of child pornography and sexual assault of minors. An Ohio State University physician has over 300 individuals alleging sexual abuse claims posthumously, with the University settling with some victims.\textsuperscript{17} Many of these cases are calculated, with perpetrators in positions of power, taking the same actions against multiple victims in lesser power positions over an extended period of time. Oftentimes, actions were, unreported, dismissed, or even, covered-up.\textsuperscript{6, 16, 17}

**Gray Areas: How Society Views Sexual Misconduct**

The concept of the Sexual Exploitation Continuum is important, as many perpetrators may “groom” victims with more subtle acts, advancing along the continuum. Victims do not always recognize these initial acts as harassment or abuse until after they are entrapped.\textsuperscript{6} Bystanders and others tend to blame the victim because they do not see the harassment through the grooming lens, and often use the phrase “they were asking for it” when referring to the victim.\textsuperscript{6}

The Sexual Exploitation Continuum is helpful to define the different categories under the umbrella; however, there are often “gray areas” and contextual factors to consider (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The Spectrum of Sexual Misconduct at Work*\textsuperscript{18}

*Adapted from Kelly Reardon\textsuperscript{18}
A person may be more or less likely to view an action as sexual misconduct for many situational or individual reasons. Some of these factors include the history of the people involved, the tone of delivery if a verbal encounter, and non-verbal actions or body language. For example, “you look nice today” said between two colleagues with a close friendship may be interpreted as a compliment; however, those same words spoken in a different tone or from a stranger or someone without that close friendship and/or accompanied by a suggestive look may be interpreted as harassment. It is important to remember that sexual misconduct includes unwanted attention, regardless of the intent of the action. The power dynamic, physical setting, tone of voice, conversational tenor, and relationship history all impact how the interaction is received. A seemingly innocuous question such as, “What are you doing this weekend?”, could be perceived differently if chatting with a patient in an open patient area versus being asked behind closed doors. It also depends on who is taking the action. Calling someone by a pet name, such as “honey”, is perceived as less threatening when it is done by peers compared to those in power roles. What makes this complicated is that there are many factors at play and most sexual misconduct guidelines address reporting cases, not preventing cases.

Sexual Misconduct in Health Care Education

While the decades-long incidence of sexual misconduct in health care is alarming, it is important to note that it is also experienced by students in didactic and clinical education components. Students are often placed in vulnerable positions in the classroom and clinical settings. Within clinical lab classes, students act as mock patients and are routinely touched by peer classmates and instructors. While in their clinical or fieldwork placements, they gain exposure to their field by examining and rehabilitating patients, often in small rooms and using physical touch. Students graded by their preceptors and supervisors become vulnerable due to the power differential present. Eighty-three percent of athletic training students report being sexually harassed by a student-athlete, 36% report harassment from a coach, and 25% said they were harassed by a certified athletic trainer. While in medical school, 73% of women and 22% of men reported at least one incidence of sexual harassment. Statistics from both are dated, but are indicative of a culture that is pervasive in required clinical rotations and not often studied. The #MeToo movement has demonstrated just how often these situations occurred and were never verbalized by those who believed it was just part of the job.

How Can I Protect Myself, My Patients and Students?

Health care providers have a responsibility to protect their patients, just as educators have a responsibility to protect their students. Clinicians need to abide by their profession’s ethical standards and code of conduct. Whatever we can do to remain vigilant in our practice and education of students is imperative. Since there is a paucity of research that examines the effectiveness of sexual misconduct training, the authors have several recommendations for educators, health care providers, and students.

There needs to be transparency in all actions and an awareness of how actions are being perceived. When providing hands-on patient care, one should explain what is going to happen and ask for consent from the other party. For example, when a patient comes to a clinician for an ankle evaluation, the clinician should be explaining the evaluation process to the patient and asking for consent throughout the entire process.

The same holds true when educating students regarding hands-on skills, whether in a classroom, laboratory or clinical setting. The educator, be it an instructor or preceptor, needs to follow these same principles of explaining and asking for consent prior to demonstrations. As students are practicing the skills, they should be following the same approach, so they can utilize it with their own patients.
Educators need to follow and abide by institutional policies.

**How can schools and programs protect students in clinical placements?**

In 2011, the Dear Colleagues Letter put forward by the Obama Administration’s Department of Education, suggested that all institutions of higher education provide training for students on sexual harassment. This recommendation was imprecise and left it up to the individual schools to decide if, and how, to implement. While many schools have started this, one training may not be enough, and may not target the needs of health care and fieldwork. A single training session may be too broad and is meant as an overview for the students. By creating training sessions specific to fieldwork and health care, students may have more concrete examples of what sexual misconduct looks like in their settings. These trainings may be more beneficial if they are on-going and interactive.

Beyond training, schools can take steps to create more inclusive environments for students seeking help if they experience or observe sexual misconduct. Implicit bias, Safe Space, and Question, Persuade, Refer (QPR): Gatekeeper trainings can help students and faculty demonstrate empathy and validation that goes hand-in-hand when someone reports sexual misconduct. Furthermore, many health care professions have a code of ethics, which all professionals are expected to follow. Professional degree programs should ensure the curriculum includes education on the profession’s code of ethics, as well as professional responsibility.

**Conclusion**

Health care providers and educators need to acknowledge that we are in a position of power over patients and students and must recognize our professional responsibility. Title IX of the Educational Amendments established commitment of equal access to education for males and females, and the Supreme Court recognizes that sexual misconduct can interfere with a student’s education. In 2011, the Obama Administration provided Title IX guidelines for educational institutions on how to protect students by responding to claims of sexual harassment and assault. In recent years, the Trump administration decided to dissolve previous Title IX rules, narrowing the definition of sexual harassment and better protecting those accused of sexual misconduct, with allowances for live hearings, cross-examinations, and providing evidence to both parties. Critics have said that this may make people less likely to come forward to seek the help and treatment they need, which can perpetuate the cycle and exacerbate the impact of abuse. Beyond these new guidelines, we have a responsibility to follow our professional and institutional code of ethics, as well as code of conduct, and do what is right by our patients and students.
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